In My Garden Of Eden For Two.

Lyric and Music
by E. RAY GOETZ.

Valse Moderato

It appears that love songs are in fashion—So I've fashioned a
Its the regular style of a ditty—That is written by

love song for you, For the boy who would tell of his passion,
one who's love sick, But the sentiments so very pretty,

It will tell more than words often do, I think
That its flaws I hope you will not pick, Tho' I
I've hit a theme that is novel
though it harks back to when love was

do know that I am no poet
and there's no doubt you know it as

young

well

When Moth-er Eve loved A-dam first
But just to show me how you feel and

first my

my

and just to show me how you feel

and worst and so

how you like my song's appeal when I
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In my Gar-den of Ed-en for two, All for two, all for
two, In an or-chard of pink we will woo, Through each

pink af-ter-noon in the pink month of June, Where the apple trees bloss-om a-

round, All a-round, all a-round, We'll be
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making believe that were Adam and Eve in my garden of Eden for one, two, three may be four.

may be more, In my garden of Eden for two, 

When I marry you... In my you.
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